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Introduction 
Recall that a ring R is said to be left stable if the category R-Mod satisfies the 
following: for any left R-module A and any injective left R-module B, hom(A, B) = 
0 implies that hom(E(A),L?) =0 where E(A) is the injective hull of A. Some ex- 
amples of such rings are, all commutative rings which are either noetherian or 
perfect. In particular the ring .Z’ of integers is stable noetherian, that is, the category 
Ab of abelian groups is stable. For further details on stability the reader is referred 
to [7-10; 131. In this paper we are interested to investigate the notion of stability and 
related facts for the category AbSb y! of abelian groups in a topos of sheaves on 
a locale. 
We first show that stability is a local property (Proposition l.l), and for the 
smallest non-boolean locale LX = 3 we show that AbSh 3 is not stable (Example 1.2). 
We prove a number of propositions which lead us to the proof of Proposition 1.7 
that if 0 : 9? + Jdt is an onto map of locales, then AbSh LZ? stable implies AbSh & 
is stable. For a T, space X, we show in Proposition 1.9 that AbSh X stable implies 
that X is a Ti space. For a finite g, we prove in Corollary 1 .lO that AbSh 61! is 
stable iff &Z? is boolean. It is shown in [4] that the ring Z, is noetherian iff .zZ has 
A.C.C. on its elements. In particular for .J.??= 3, Zg is a noetherian ring. Since an 
A E AbSh LZ? can be viewed as a module over the ring Zg, our Example 1.2 shows 
that a commutative noetherian ring in a topos Sh 2 is not necessarily stable. 
Background 
0.1. Recall that a locale L$? is a complete lattice satisfying the following: 
UAV Ui = v (UAUi) 
isI ieI 
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for all U and all families { Ui}ier in LZ?. The smallest element of L!? is denoted by 0 
and the largest by E. Any finite distributive lattice, any complete boolean algebra, 
and the topology 67X (that is, the lattice of open sets) of any topological space are 
some examples of locales. A morphism of locales h : LZ? + A, also called a local lat- 
tice homomorphism, is a map which preserves arbitrary joins and finite meets, 
hence preserves the zero (= 0) and the unit (= E). 
0.2. A locale is called boolean iff every element has a complement. This is equiva- 
lent to saying that LZ? has no dense elements other than E. 
0.3. By PSh LZ? and Sh LZ? we mean the categories of presheaves and sheaves on .JZ? 
with values in the category Ens of sets. Sh .LZ’ forms a full subcategory of PSh LX? 
and the inclusion i: Sh LZ’ -+ PSh LX! has a left adjoint, the sheaf reflection functor 
= : PSh LZ? --f Sh 9. Further, for any U E .L?, A U will be the component of A at U, 
and for I/S U in 9, the map A U-A V, known as the restriction map, will be 
denoted as a + a / I/. The morphism of presheaves (and hence also of sheaves) 
h : B 4 C is just a natural transformation and the component of h at U E LZ? will be 
denoted by hU : BU+ CU. If A is the sheaf reflection of a given presheaf B, then 
we shall write AU* BU. If 8 = @X, then we shall write Sh X for Sh @‘X. For details 
concerning presheaves and sheaves on a locale see [12]. 
0.4. Note, Sh 2 G Ens and Sh 3 for the three-element locale is the same as PSh 2, the 
arrow category of Ens. If X is a discrete topological space, then Sh XrEnsiX’. 
0.5. Any morphism 0 : LZ? + .A!$ of locales produces a pair of adjoint functors, 
@* 
Shot% I ShLF 
o* 
where (@,A)U=A(@(U)) and for any I/E&, (@*C)I/ilJticwj,~CW (We9). 
Then @* is left exact left adjoint to Q,. 
0.6. We are particularly interested in the following local homomorphisms: 
(1) If @ : 2 -+ LZ? is the unique local lattice homomorphism, then it produces 
Sh LZ? a Sh 2 (G Ab) where (@,A) =AE and (@*B) U+ B. 
Notation. cp*B=Bp, @* =K 
(2) For any UE 9, kJ is again a locale and @ : LZ? --f JU, W -+ WA U is a local lat- 
tice homomorphism, and the corresponding functors @*, c$, are given by (@,A) W= 
A(Ur\ W) and (@*B)V’=BV, and so @* is just the restriction of B to the locale LU. 
Notation. @*B = B 1 U= RUB where R,: Sh 627 + Sh JU is the present @*, 
Also, R, has a left adjoint denoted by E, and called the expansion functor: 
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if VI U, 
if VSU. 
Then Eu is left exact left adjoint to Ru. 
Remark. Since R, has an exact left adjoint, it follows from well-known results 
that Ru preserves injectives. Further, it is shown in [5] that Ru preserves essential 
extensions, hence Ru preserves injective hulls. 
0.7. By AbSh .zZ? we mean the category of abelian groups in the topos Sh .TZ which, 
as observed long ago by Grothendieck, is the same as the category of presheaves and 
sheaves on L?? with values in the category Ab of abelian groups (see [ll, 6.41). Fur- 
ther, for any local lattice homomorphism the functors @* and c$* in 0.5 can be lifted 
to functors AbSh .,& + AbSh 9, again to be denoted by the same letters such that 
@* is left exact left adjoint to @,. 
Note. For a discrete topological space X, AbSh X=AblXI, and for the two ele- 
ment locale 2, AbSh 2=Ab. 
0.8. The two categories E = Sh LZ? and E = PSh _cZ are Grothendieck topoi and for 
such topoi, Ab E is a Grothendieck category with a generator [l 11, and hence has 
enough injective hulls. 
0.9. From 0.6(l) it follows that any AE: Ab produces an abelian group in Sh LZ’ 
denoted by Ag, where A, is the sheaf reflection of the constant presheaf U-+ A. 
Explicitly, A,U consists of all @ : A -+ IV such that @(a)/\@(b) = 0 for a#b and 
VacA @(a) = U [2]. We are particularly interested in the group Z,, the sheaf reflec- 
tion of the constant presheaf U+ Z. Z, is actually a ring in the topos Sh LZ? with 
addition and multiplication defined by: for any a E Z and any 0, r+~ E Z, U, 
(@ + ty)a = V (@(n)r\ w(m)) over all m, n E Z such that m + n = a, 
and 
(0. ty)a = V (@(n)~ y(m)) over m, n E Z such that me n = a. 
Further, an object BE AbSh L?? can be viewed as a module over the ring Z, with 
cz : Z, x B + B given as follows: for any 4 E Z, U and any b E BU, the component 
au : Z, U x BU -+ BU maps (@, b) + 5 where 6 is the unique element in BU (given by 
the sheaf property) such that 6 ) @(n) = nb ) Q(n), for all n E Z, U= Vncz G(n) being 
a cover of U (0.9). 
1. General results and characterization 
For any 9, the category AbSh YI is said to be stable (as a special case of module 
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category) if for any A E AbSh .zZ? and any injective BE AbSh 9, H,(A,B) =0 im- 
plies that H&E(A), B) = 0, where E(A) is the injective hull of A in AbSh LZ’ and H9 
is the horn functor for the category AbSh 97. 
Note. For any UE~, by Hlv we shall mean the horn functor for the category 
AbSh &J. 
The next proposition shows that stability is a local property. 
Proposition 1.1. AbSh 9 is stable iff there exists a cover E= VieI Ui such that 
AbSh lUi is stable for all igl. 
Proof. (-) Clear, by taking the trivial cover. 
(=) For the converse, assume H&4, B) = 0 for any A and an injective B E AbSh 9. 
We claim H9(E(A), B) = 0. Since H&I, B) = 0, it implies that HLUi(A 1 Vi, B ) Ui) = 
0 for all ieZ, for otherwise by applying the expansion functor E, (0.6(2)), we 
get a non-zero map Eu,(A 1 Ui) --, E,(B / Ui) in AbSh L??. But Eu,(A 1 Ui) -+ A and 
E,(B 1 Ui) + B 1319 and now applying the injectivity of B would produce a non- 
zero map A + B in AbSh 9, a contradiction. 
Further E(A) 1 Ui is the injective hull of A I Ui in AbSh IUi, and B I Ui is injective 
in AbSh LUi for all iEZ (0.6). By hypothesis, since lUi is stable for all irzZ, it 
follows that HLUi(E(A) 1 Uiy B I Vi) = 0 which means H&E(A), B) = 0, hence the 
result. 0 
Our next example shows that for the smallest non-boolean locale y! = 3, AbSh 3 
is not a stable category. 
Example 1.2. Consider A, B in AbSh 3 given by 
A=; BY! 
Z 0 
then B is injective [2] and clearly H&A, B) = 0 since at each component the map is 
a zero map. Now the injective hull of A is given by 
Q 
E(A) = IId 
Q 
(see [4]) and certainly H&E(A), B) # 0 as the non-zero homomorphism h : E(A) + B 
with components (IdQ, 0) belongs to Hg(E(A), B). 
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Proposition 1.3. If @ : .2--t d is an onto map of locales, then the functor @*: 
AbSh dZ --t AbSh G? is full and faithful. 
Proof. Consider a non-zero h : $I, A -+ @*B in AbSh LZ?. We want to define a g : A --* B 
in AbSb 4 such that @, g = h. For any WE JZ let rw = { VE 9 such that @J(V) I W}. 
Since @ is onto, there exists a UE L such that o(U) = W, and therefore it is clear that 
@(Vrw) = W. Further, this implies that (@,A)(Vr,) = A(@(Vs,)) = A W, hence 
for any WE&, define the component gw to be hvT,: A W --f BW. We need to 
check if it is natural, therefore, let SI W in .AZ; then rs 5 rw, hence Vss I Vrw in 
9. This means 
hvs, : MJ)v~w - (&A VTW 
commutes, that is, the diagram 
g,:AW -BW 
I I 
gs :AS - BS 
commutes. Hence, g is a morphism of sheaves. It now remains to check that @*g = h, 
that is, to see that (q3,g)U= h, for all UE 2. Now (q!~+g)~=g(~(~,)) which by the 
definition of g is the component hvrmcu,. For any UE 9, it is clear that WE TV, 
therefore UI V TV in 9. But @(U>=@(VQ,(U$ and so @LA)U=G#J,A)V~~~U~, 
which implies that h, = hvTmcu, =g(~(u))=@*&. Thus @*g=h. 
In order to show that @, is faithful, consider anyJ g : A + B in AbSh .M such that 
@*f = @,g in AbSh 2’. We claim f = g, that is, we need to show that for any UE 4, 
fU(a) =g”(a) for all a E AU. Since 4 is onto, there exists a VE LZ? such that @(V) = U, 
hence fU(a) =f,,&a) = (@,f Ma) = (A g)Aa) =g@(V,(a) =g&a), which shows that 
@* is faithful. 0 
Proposition 1.4. If @ : 9? --t &Z is an onto map of locales, then the functor 0, reflects 
injectives. 
Proof. Consider BE AbSh & such that c&B is injective in AbSh 2’. We want to 
show that B is injective in AbSh &. Consider a monomorphism f: A --, C and a 
homomorphism g: A + B in AbSh Jlt. Since @A+, being a left adjoint, preserves 
monomorphisms, it follows that @*f: @*A + @, C is a monomorphism in AbSh 2’. 
Now @*B is injective, therefore there exists h : cp* C-t q&B such that h(@, f) = @+ g. 
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Since q& is full (Proposition 1.3), we get a homomorphism k: C-+ B in AbSh J4 
such that q~*k=h. Thus (&k)(@,f)=&g, that is, O,(kf)=@,g. Again @*is faith- 
ful (Proposition 1.3), therefore kf =g. All this shows that B is injective in AbSh A, 
hence the functor @.+ reflects injectives. q 
Remark. It is well known that for any @ : .LZ? + .A! the functor @, always preserves 
injectives. 
Proposition 1.5. If zp :LZ?!-, & is an onto map of locales, then the functor & 
preserves and reflects essential extensions. 
Proof. Consider an essential extension B 2 A in AbSh &, we want to show that 
@*B is an essential extension of @*A in AbSh 9. Let 0 #b E (@,B)U= B(#(U)), 
then by hypothesis there exists VI G(U) and m E Z such that O#mb ) VE AV. 
Since 4 is onto, there is a WE 9 such that q5( W) = V. Now #( UA W) = G(U) A G(W) = 
@(U)/\V=V=@(W), and so UA W#O. Since the restriction map (@,B)U+ 
(~,B)(U~W)inAbSh~isthesameasB(~(U))-,B(~(U~W))=BI/inAbSh~, 
it follows that O#mb) (UA W)EAV(=A(@(UA W))=(@,A)(UA W)). All this shows 
that for 0 # b E (q&B) U, we have (UA W) ‘: U and m E Z such that 0 # mb 1 (UA W) E 
(@,A)(UA W), that is, &A C_ &B is essential. 
For A c B in AbSh .M, let @*A c @*B be essential in AbSh LZ?. Let 0 #b E BV, then 
V= 4(U) for some U E 2, hence 0 # b E (@, B) U. By the given conditions there exists 
a WSU in 9 and me?? such that O#mbI WE(@,A)W=A(@(W)). Hence the 
result. 0 
From Propositions 1.4 and 1.5 we obtain the following: 
Proposition 1.6. If @ : 9 -+ Jtt is onto, then the functor I$* preserves and reflects in- 
jective hulls. 0 
Proposition 1.7. If @ : 9 + & is an onto map of locales, then AbSh LZ? stable im- 
plies AbSh &! is stable. 
Proof. In order to prove that AbSh Jtl is stable, consider A, BE AbSh Jtt such that 
H&(A, B) = 0; we want to prove that H,(E(A), B) = 0 where A, B E AbSh &. We 
first show that H,(@,A, @,B) = 0. If not, then there exists a non-zero h : @*A + 
@*B in AbSh 9, Since @, is full (Proposition 1.3), it follows that there exists a non- 
zero g : A --t B in AbSh 4 such that q&g = h, a contradiction. Hence H&q&A, @, B) = 
0 in AbSh 9. Further, by Proposition 1.6, @*(E(A)) is the injective hull of @*(A), 
therefore H_&%@(A), 0,(B))) = 0, which clearly implies that H&(,!?(A), B) = 0. 
Hence AbSh dd is stable. 0 
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Remark 1.8. From Example 1.2 and Proposition 1.7 it follows that if AbSb LZ is 
stable, then there is no homomorphism h : 2’ + 3 which is onto, that is, any two 
completely prime filters of .zZ? are incomparable. Hence we have the following: 
Proposition 1.9. For a TO topological space X, AbSb X stable implies that X is a 
Tl space. 
Proof. If X is a TO but not a T, space, then there is a point a E X such that {a} is 
not closed. If b#a is in (a}, then the subset S= {a, b) with the subspace topology 
is homeomorphic to the Sierpinski space, hence Q(S) = 3. Hence we have a local lat- 
tice homomorphism @ : B(X) + Q(S) (~3) which is clearly onto. Since AbSb X is 
given to be stable, this implies by Proposition 1.7 that AbSb 3 is stable, a contradic- 
tion. Hence X is T,. q 
Remark. For any topological space X, there exists its TO reflection denoted by X0, 
and it is clear that @(X)z @(X0). Hence, from Proposition 1.9 it follows that: 
Corollary 1.10. For any topological space X, AbSb X stable implies that the TO 
reflection of X is T,. 0 
Proposition 1.11. A finite locale is stable iff it is boolean. 
Proof. (a) Let 5? be a finite locale, then it is spatial, that is, there exists a 
topological space X such that y? f a(X) where we can assume that X is TO. By Pro- 
position 1.9, it follows that X is T,. Since 9 is finite, this implies that X is a finite 
T, space, hence discrete. Thus 5Z? is boolean 
(=) Clear, since a finite boolean locale is a topology of a finite discrete space X, 
hence AbSb~=AbSbXrAb’Xt, which implies that AbSb.LZ? is stable. 0 
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